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11 TALKING OF BOOKS 11 

THE BEST OF 1962 

Peter Hill introduced: 

Gordon Waterfield, who reviewed 
11THE NIGER JOURNAL OF RICHARD AND 
JOHN L~~NDER 11 edited by Robin Hallett, 
published by Routledge and Kegan Pauli 
price 42 shillings. 
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Walter Allen, who reviewed 
"FRIENDS AI1rD HEROES 11 

by Olivia Manning, published by 
Heinemann, price 30 shillings, 

Charles Osborne, who reviewed 
11 0WNING-UP11 by George lVielly, 
published by Weidenfeld and Nicholson 
price 30 _shillings. 

Margaret Roberts~ who reviewed 
11 HOF ME.YR11 by Alan Paton 9 
~u blis he d b;t Qyj_ oru uni vfil'..§._i ty 
ress, price 58 shillings. 

Richard Harris, who reviewed 
11 THE CONTINENT OF CIRCE11 

by Nirad Chaudhti.ri, published by 
Chatto and Windus, price 35 shilling. 

J. W. Lambert who reviewed 
11 MA.RCEL PRO"l:-~T11 by George D. Painter i 
published by Chatto and Win:lus, 
price 40 shillings. 
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First Transmission: WS Sunday 26th Dece~ber 1965: 2245 GMT 

OPENING Ji.NNOUNCEMENT: . BBC WORLD SERVICE o This week I s 
edition of 11Tall:cing of Books 11 

is introduced by Peter Hill . 

HILL: For tb.o last programme of the year 
we have as usual asked six critics 

to choose the book which in their view is the best in its 
field to be published during 1965. 

First the travel book chosen by 
Gordon Waterfield: 

WATERFIELD: So many developments are taking place 
in Africa today that I like to try 

to learn about this vast and complex continent. (Continued) - . 
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W~TERFIEID: It is so coraplex that there is much to be said, 
, I think, for reading what it was ·1ike when 

the first Europeans yis~ted the interior and wrote about it 
one hundred and seventy years ·or so ago, when Mungo Park 
journeyed down the Niger and die,d there. .Another traveller, 
Hugh Clapperton, journeyed with ·two oth0~s f~nn· 
the Hedi terranean across the Saha,ra and discovered Lake Chad. 
With Clapperton when he died at Sokoto -in 1827 was his servant 
Richard Lander who took his master 1 s papers back to England, 
and then went on his own expedition· to the Niger with 
his brother John. I find this account, which has just been 
republished after one hun.dred and thirty years, extrenely 
interesting b€cause of tllcir youthful enthus iasm for Africa. 
In this journal we see how the Africans lived and what 
were their beliefs. · The brothers write, as do all the best 
travellers, with sympathy- and understanding; always 
the Africans are real people and not part of the landscape. 

.fil.11: and with the best novel here is Walter Allen: 

ALIEN: F'or me, the novel of the year i s Olivia Manning 1 s 
11Friends and Heroes 11 ,. It I s the concluding 

volwne of her 11BP-lkan Trilogy", following 11 The Great Fortune11 

and n,The Spoilt City11 • Together, the three novels make 
a single whole and · tell the story of a r.:iarriage, of what 
makes a marriage, what a marriage is. But the marri age 
of Harriet and Guy Pringle is one subjected to special 
pressures, since, because of Guy' p 1~ork, th~y havG to suffer 
and live through, in the firs -t two ·books~ the turnoil of 
events in Bucharest froa the outbreak of war in 1939 to _ _,,_.. 
the occupation of RUL1ariia by the Nazis in 1940; and then, 
in 11Friends and Heroes r,, having escaped to Athens, the heroic 
months of the struggle of the Greeks against the Italians 
and the Germanse Olivia Manning, in other words, is writing, 
from the point of view of her heroine, part of the history 
of our times, and rarely in fiction have historical events 
been so vividly or so movingly brought to life. 

HILL: And we asked Charles Osborne to choose 
an autobiography: 

OSBORNE: I think my choice must be "OWning-up '~- by. . 
George Melly. In theory, it's not the kind 

of book l 1m usually much interested in - the memoirs of 
a forty-year old ex-Jaz-z. singe-r - but .George Melly . is . by. 
no means typical, he 1 s a highly individual case. He was 
born in Liverpool in · l926 9f half Swiss, :ha.lf Jewish. parentage, 
came to .London to v1ork at an art gallery, got involved with 
singing blues with a jazz band and enjoyed a ve1·y popular 
career for over twelve yearso Unlike many jazz musicians , 
he 1 s an extremely literate character ·who writes in a distinctive 
and highly-flavoured style, and when he decided to give up 
active participation in the jazz world, he turned himself 
effortlessly into a freelance journalist, writing with wit 
and perception on a wide variety of subjects. Amongst 
other things, he writes the dialogue for a comic strip in 
a daily newspaper., In 11 0wning-up i1 he reveals much of 
the fasci~ation of the jazz community, while always keeping 
a wide-open eye on the world outside and beyond it. 

(Continued: 
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Margaret Roberts has made her choic a from 
books about Africa: 

ROBERTS: Alan Paton's remarkable and brilliantly 
readable biography of the South African 

statesman, Jan Hofme~r, is the study of a highly complex 
situation and a most complex individual - once 
the repository of many liberal hopes, especially on 
South Africa's crucial race problem. The book treats 
in depth the political issues in South Africa from 
the early 1930 ' s, when Hofmeyr entered the coalition 
government of Smuts a..'1.d Hertzog , through the war years 
when he was Smuts I s right-hand man, down to his death in 1948. 

Mr . Paton' s book superbly highlights the classic 
dil emma of liberalism in South Africa. Hofmeyr ' s liberal 
convictions grew with his political responsibilities. 
But to the extent that he preached or practised them, 
his influence waned. Compromise seemed inevitable; 
and he died having both disillusioned his liberal supporters 
and lost hope of decisive influence. The pattern is 
tragically familiar. 

HILL: In the view of Richard Harris the best book 
of the year on Asia is 1'The Continent of Circe" 
by Nirad Chaudhnri: 

HARRIS: The interplay of the old British administration 
and the rise of the Congress Party produced 

for India a political identity but little else . Its legacy 
was Nr . Nehru, an international statesman from one angle; 
seen from another angle he could be dubbed 11India 1 s l as t viceroy11, 

Hence the British view of India and the view 
of some Indians too is obscured. India is wrapped in clinches. 
How invigorating to come on a book written by an Indian that 
undermines the humbug and gives us one man ' s truth about India. 
That is what Nr . Nirad Chaudhuri triumphantly does . 

There is plenty to disagree with in his book; 
plenty that will irritate because it is meant to. But 
it isn•t an anti- Indian book; it is one of those very rare 
books about an Asian country by an Asian who can explain 
and criticize his country in western terms. And how vigorous 
Mr . Chaudhuri's prose is l Do you want to understand the Hindus? 
To discover the role of sex in Indian life? To know why 
anglicised Indians do not represent India? Mr. Chaudhuri 
has his own original explanations . Let us hope that India 
will be proud of such a spokesman; st~ ":,1s· 110 r8c.son 
to fear him. 

HILL: And J.W. Lambert has made hi s choice from 
the biographies published during the year: 

LAMBERT: 1965 has not been a particularly good year 
for biography. But one remarkable achievement , 

I ' m sure is George D. Painter ' ~ second volume - ~six years 
after tho f irs t volmne - of his life of that grco.t Frcnch .
wri-ter 11 Harcol P:eous t 11 • I know of no other s t udy of a writer 
which so .clearl y rel ates t he conplex interaction of life and 
art. •• •• e• •• o• •• •• •'1 Qe •• OG •• •• OS •• ee O Ii Oe 
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L.A.MBERT: Mr. Painter here covers Proust 1 s years 
as a man about town, his decline ·into squalid 

sensual experience., his withdrawal to become a literary 
recluse. He explores in detail the dazzling Parisian 
society Proust moved .in so eagerly - and in even .::rf:ie,ter 
and even mor& absorbing detail the way in which, with m~ny 
false starts and uncertainties, he transformed this world 
into the amazing patter ns of "Remembrance of Things Past11 • 

This life of Marcel Proust is an astounding achievement 
in biography, equally admirable for its readability, 
its clarity and precision, its understanding and its 
objectivity. 

HILL: Well - those are the six books chosen for 
us . as the best of 1965. They are 

11 The Niger Journal of Richard and John Lander" published 
by Routledge and Kegan Paul at forty-two shillings; 
11Friends and Heroes 11 by Olivia Manning, published by 
Heinemann at thirty shillings; 11 0wning-up"1 by George Melly, 
published by Weidenfeld and Nicholson at thirty shillings; 
"Hofmeyr 11 by 1'.lan Paton, published by Oxford University Press, 
price fifty-eight shillings; 11The Continent of Circe -
an essay on the peoples of India11 by Nirad Chaudhuri, 
and "Marcel Prous t 11 Volume II by George D. Painter, both 
published by Chatto and Windus at thirty-five shillings 
and forty shillings respectively. 
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